Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle, and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
**From:** oregon-gov-web-services@egov.com  
**Sent:** Monday, May 02, 2022 11:25 AM  
**To:** SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF  
**Subject:** State forests public comment  
**Attachments:** formsubmission.csv

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Shawn Brown-O’Roke</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Email</td>
<td><a href="mailto:shawnoro3@gmail.com">shawnoro3@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone</td>
<td>5038513190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Comments**  
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.

**Submission ID:** 8440cbd2-e610-4336-b0b8-d08b46b636db  
**Record ID:** 1173
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle, and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook State Forest were not put together with respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle, and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask. Toby Wolfe
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle, and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle, and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
Next year's logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don't matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don't want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don't want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
From: oregon-gov-web-services@egov.com
Sent: Monday, May 02, 2022 9:28 AM
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: State forests public comment
Attachments: formsubmission.csv

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>chris kelly</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Email</td>
<td><a href="mailto:chris@koebers.com">chris@koebers.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone</td>
<td>5033128691</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Comments:
The OHV communities is united in this. Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask. I have also reached out to my state representative regarding this issue. Chris Kelly

Submission ID: a89ac989-9e1f-4082-a1d7-20698d9240e8

Record ID: 1164
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle, and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
Name | Tyler Vore  
---|---  
Email | tvore101@gmail.com  
Phone | 219-616-1964  
Subject | Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022  
Comments | Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.

Submission ID: 83074286-d6fa-4405-9773-11fc2e938361  
Record ID: 1162
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
**Name:** Michael Green  
**Email:** greenmike838@gmail.com  
**Phone:** 971-267-8293  
**Subject:** Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>TRAILS BEING DESTROYED</em> URGENT ACTION NEEDED Trails in the Tillamook State Forest are slated to be destroyed by logging and unnecessary road building starting in 2023 and your voices needed to be heard NOW! The public comment period to voice your concerns about these destructive operations closes tomorrow night (Sunday May 1st) and they need to hear from us! Here’s what to do: -Copy the following text (or write your own) : Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask. -Go to this website: <a href="https://www.oregon.gov/odf/recreation/pages/comment.aspx">https://www.oregon.gov/odf/recreation/pages/comment.aspx</a> -Paste your the text you copied above in the “comments” section -Select “Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022” in the subject area - Press submit Let’s make our voices heard and not continue to lose precious trail in the Tillamook State Forest!</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Submission ID:** 7e6c6e9f-d87a-42d5-a874-c7e60a1e53a9  
**Record ID:** 1159
From: oregon-gov-web-services@egov.com  
Sent: Monday, May 02, 2022 6:27 AM  
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF  
Subject: State forests public comment  
Attachments: formsubmission.csv

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Brandon B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Email</td>
<td><a href="mailto:Bivysak0331@gmail.com">Bivysak0331@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comments</td>
<td>Next year's logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don't matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don't want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We're ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don't want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Submission ID: 0e90598c-1458-49e3-8039-c36d4799ecd2

Record ID: 1158
Name | Brian Englund  
---|---  
Email | brian.havoc@gmail.com  
Phone | 1253373517  
Subject | Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022  
Comments | Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.

Submission ID: 61ea90c0-0624-4896-afb5-ecfe844dacfa  
Record ID: 1156
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle, and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
Next year's logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the
volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like
partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or
pave over them as though they don't matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these
plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don't want to
ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We're ok with riding and partnering in a working forest
with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build - what
we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don't want
single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never
too much to ask.
From: oregon-gov-web-services@egov.com
Sent: Sunday, May 01, 2022 10:58 PM
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: State forests public comment
Attachments: formsubmission.csv

Name | Jacob Simmons
---|---
Email | j_dub_simmons@yahoo.com
Phone | 503-412-9268
Subject | Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022

Comments | Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask. Also please know that the mountain biking opportunities provided by the Fear and Loaming trail are top tier and of the highest value to the the community. I want to see support of any opportunities to expand on this user specific network of mountain bike trails over the coming year. In my opinion trails should be a top priority for the forest, Thanks for your consideration.

Submission ID: 06d480f3-b30e-48a9-8025-821f6869554a
Record ID: 1154
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
**CODY Kristin E * ODF**

**From:** oregon-gov-web-services@egov.com  
**Sent:** Sunday, May 01, 2022 8:38 PM  
**To:** SF COMMENTS ODF * ODF  
**Subject:** State forests public comment  
**Attachments:** formsubmission.csv

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Stephen Ramey</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Email</td>
<td><a href="mailto:steve.ramey@gmail.com">steve.ramey@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone</td>
<td>5039139939</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Comments:**  
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.

**Submission ID:** 35f115c0-a610-421d-8c20-a74e91281669  
**Record ID:** 1142
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
Monte McGrath

Email: Montejmcgrath@gmail.com

Phone: 2535083428

Subject: Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022

Comments:

Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
Name | Ryan Hanauska
---|---
Email | ryanhanauska@hotmail.com
Phone | 5035806702
Subject | Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022
Comments | Please reconsider the plan to destroy our trails. Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.

Submission ID: a8a86c5a-8c5a-4701-866e-9ac09e772fe2

Record ID: 1129
**From:** oregon-gov-web-services@egov.com  
**Sent:** Sunday, May 01, 2022 7:22 PM  
**To:** SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF  
**Subject:** State forests public comment  
**Attachments:** formsubmission.csv

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Nate burke</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Email</td>
<td><a href="mailto:Ftwburke@yahoo.com">Ftwburke@yahoo.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comments</td>
<td>logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Submission ID:** 3e85bdf6-27ff-4ab9-978c-037579fdc103

**Record ID:** 1133
**Name** | Chris Dettrich  
---|---  
**Email** | Cdettrich@aol.com  
**Phone** | 5035227575  
**Subject** | Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022  

**Comments**  
*TRAILS BEING DESTROYED* URGENT ACTION NEEDED Trails in the Tillamook State Forest are slated to be destroyed by logging and unnecessary road building starting in 2023 and your voices needed to be heard NOW! The public comment period to voice your concerns about these destructive operations closes tomorrow night (Sunday May 1st) and they need to hear from us! Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.

Submission ID: cbff4871-c70e-45af-bf9e-8630d1c45687  
Record ID: 1132
Name | Ryan Forbes  
---|---
Email | Ryan.forbes@motosport.com  
Phone | 5034359623  
Subject | Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022  
Comments | Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.

**Submission ID:** 094fb729-3018-4c6d-9af3-1864f4a9f8c1  
**Record ID:** 1131
**From:** oregon-gov-web-services@egov.com  
**Sent:** Sunday, May 01, 2022 6:56 PM  
**To:** SFCOMMENT ODF * ODF  
**Subject:** State forests public comment  
**Attachments:** formsubmission.csv

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Adam kays</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Email</td>
<td><a href="mailto:Burtonboy126@yahoo.com">Burtonboy126@yahoo.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comments</td>
<td>Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask. -Go to this website: <a href="https://www.oregon.gov/odf/recreation/pages/comment.aspx">https://www.oregon.gov/odf/recreation/pages/comment.aspx</a> - Paste your the text you copied above in the “comments” section -Select “Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022” in the subject area -Press submit Let’s make our voices heard and not continue to lose precious trail in the Tillamook State Forest!</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Submission ID:** 4a680b0f-e956-41c5-ae81-142d34147bf1  
**Record ID:** 1130
**Name**: Kobe Casciato

**Email**: Kcasciato98@hotmail.com

**Phone**

**Subject**: Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022

**Comments**: Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
Name: Ken Frederick

Email: wavehog3@gmail.com

Phone: 5036028563

Subject: Other

Comments: Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle, and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.

Submission ID: 248f2a9b-8b90-44ac-90dc-f032d67791fe

Record ID: 1137
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle, and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
Name | Jason Erhardt
---|---
Email | Break_n_parts@yahoo.com
Phone | 5035772148
Subject | Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022
Comments | Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.

Submission ID: 1ce6574e-8c90-4ad4-be4f-e6b62d215925

Record ID: 1139
Next year's logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don't matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don't want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We're ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build - what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don't want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
Name: Christopher Cargile  
Email: ckcargile@comcast.net  
Phone: 503-709-2658  
Subject: Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022

Comments: Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle, and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.

Submission ID: 035b6253-330b-4f2b-87a3-27b9cf3b3468

Record ID: 1118
Next year's logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don't matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don't want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We're ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build - what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don't want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build — what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.

Submission ID: 8bb92df-07df-45af-a3c5-bd12181bcb4f

Record ID: 1121
**Name** | Nathan Geiter  
---|---  
**Email** | crazyduckfan@comcast.net  
**Phone** | 5032781624  
**Subject** | Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022  
**Comments** | Next year's logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don't matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don't want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We're ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build - what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don't want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.

**Submission ID:** a4600b26-e38b-4084-a4ea-0e2d7452b701  
**Record ID:** 1122
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle, and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask. Thank you for your consideration, Shane.
Name | Christopher Pilcher
---|---
Email | christopherpilcher@msn.com
Phone | 503-560-9506
Subject | Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022
Comments | Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.

Submission ID: 2fe11028-c313-4d9f-b2bc-89e027b73790

Record ID: 1124
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build — what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle, and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
Next year's logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle, and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
*TRAILS BEING DESTROYED* URGENT ACTION NEEDED Trails in the Tillamook State Forest are slated to be destroyed by logging and unnecessary road building starting in 2023 and your voices needed to be heard NOW! The public comment period to voice your concerns about these destructive operations closes tomorrow night (Sunday May 1st) and they need to hear from us! Here’s what to do: -Copy the following text (or better yet, write your own): Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook Forest were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask. -Go to this website: https://www.oregon.gov/odf/recreation/pages/comment.aspx -Paste your text into the comments section in the “comments” section -Select “Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022” in the subject area -Press submit Let’s make our voices heard and not continue to lose precious trail in the Tillamook State Forest!
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle, and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
Subjects: Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
Name | Rod Lake  
--- | ---  
Email | motojoe73@yahoo.com  
Phone |  
--- |  
Subject | Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022  
--- |  
Comments | Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.

Submission ID: 334d1f4e-e460-434f-93b9-e9bfadfcc4fb  
Record ID: 1110
From: oregon-gov-web-services@egov.com  
Sent: Sunday, May 01, 2022 1:30 PM  
To: SF COMMENTS ODF * ODF  
Subject: State forests public comment  
Attachments: formsubmission.csv

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Arthur Huebner</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Email</td>
<td><a href="mailto:Linterise@comcast.net">Linterise@comcast.net</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone</td>
<td>5415171016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comments</td>
<td>Re: 2023 logging plan for Tillamook State Forest No more logging on public land- let the natural forest grow- no tree farms.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Submission ID: 54077a72-1340-4f95-b91d-aeec6fe657d1

Record ID: 1111
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook State Forest were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff individuals in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
From: oregon-gov-web-services@egov.com
Sent: Sunday, May 01, 2022 2:03 PM
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: State forests public comment
Attachments: formsubmission.csv

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Raymond Crawford</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Email</td>
<td><a href="mailto:raynaba@hotmail.com">raynaba@hotmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone</td>
<td>5037047307</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comments</td>
<td>Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask. I was in the burn ridding last weekend and the destruction of our trail network and disregard for surrounding wildlife was astounding. I would be more than pleased to take anyone who questions this for a tour of what we saw. Sincerely, Raymond Crawford</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Submission ID: 3f0b1ba6-a961-4036-8bed-9dc2ba050205

Record ID: 1113
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle, and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
name: Jake naeve

email: Jakenaeve87@gmail.com

phone:

subject: annual operations plans for fiscal year 2022

comments: *trails being destroyed*: Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.

submission ID: 6452ab22-0e6b-4ed2-9935-78f5bf0d9a1f

record ID: 1114
**From:** oregon-gov-web-services@egov.com  
**Sent:** Sunday, May 01, 2022 11:49 AM  
**To:** SFCOMMENT ODF * ODF  
**Subject:** State forests public comment  
**Attachments:** formsubmission.csv

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Casey Conte</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Email</td>
<td><a href="mailto:Conte104@yahoo.com">Conte104@yahoo.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone</td>
<td>6077940124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comments</td>
<td>Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Submission ID:** b2584efb-0dbe-4601-bead-ca72f54dd700  
**Record ID:** 1097
**CODY Kristin E * ODF**

**From:** oregon-gov-web-services@egov.com  
**Sent:** Sunday, May 01, 2022 11:51 AM  
**To:** SFCOMMENT ODF * ODF  
**Subject:** State forests public comment  
**Attachments:** formsubmission.csv

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Brent Fridrich</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Email</td>
<td><a href="mailto:bigtallbaja@yahoo.com">bigtallbaja@yahoo.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comments</td>
<td>To whom it may concern, Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should partner with hiking, motorcycle, and mountain bike trail users in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them. The trail use community asks for respect of trails when making these plans and to listen to advice of the trail staff in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. Please protect what we have paid to build and the sweat equity to build as volunteers. Trails should be cleaned up when logging is completed so use can continue. Please don’t turn single track into temporary logging roads as it will take years for them to return if ever. Please prevent single track trail destruction as logging plans are developed. Regards, Brent Fridrich Bend, OR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Submission ID:** 482adbd4-bc15-41e7-afc1-fd16cc26dc32

**Record ID:** 1098
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle, and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
Name | mark ward  
---|---  
Email | mkward121@hotmail.com  
Phone | 503-440-0268  
Subject | Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022  
Comments | Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle, and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask Seems there are less and less areas to ride and an area that is specified and maintained for the most part by its users should be strongly considered when planning roads and logging. thank you for your consideration. Mark Ward

Submission ID: 8615795d-ae3e-4f12-97cb-603a34d5a2b9

Record ID: 1100
Name | Jubal Brown
---|---
Email | jbrown590@live.com
Phone |
Subject | Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022
Comments | Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.

**Submission ID:** 61aa9159-e4a4-4d6e-af95-597b783205c6

**Record ID:** 1103
Name | Jamie Brown  
---|---
Email | jamiewells64z@gmail.com  
Phone |  
Subject | Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022  
Comments | Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.

Submission ID: 73d74c50-4832-4727-94a2-3867beb8472

Record ID: 1104
From:     oregon-gov-web-services@egov.com
Sent:     Sunday, May 01, 2022 12:39 PM
To:       SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject:  State forests public comment
Attachments:  formsubmission.csv

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Quentin Wilson</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Email</td>
<td><a href="mailto:qwilson@earthlink.net">qwilson@earthlink.net</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone</td>
<td>541-918-1055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Comments**

To Whom it May Concern: Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask. Thank You Technical Support Manager SW-Motech USA Quentin Wilson Mobile 408.796.8243

Submission ID: 0f22f208-315a-4858-977e-136db01a3635

Record ID: 1105
From: oregon-gov-web-services@egov.com
Sent: Sunday, May 01, 2022 11:39 AM
To: SFCOMMENT'S ODF * ODF
Subject: State forests public comment
Attachments: formsubmission.csv

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Lin Reilly</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Email</td>
<td><a href="mailto:Linreilly.heart@gmail.com">Linreilly.heart@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comments</td>
<td>Please stop plans to log the Tillamook State Forest in 2023 or any other time. Otherwise: Trails that were made by volunteers and others for public use would be obliterated by logging roads. Trees that sequester carbon and provide cooling shade, habitat for forest animals, other plants, fungi, etc. would be cut and the ecosystem destroyed. Stop this destruction that ultimately would be our own destruction. Respectfully and compassionately, Lin Reilly, Oregon resident</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Submission ID: 9914d0c4-7226-4193-9754-2ed0deb7c2c1

Record ID: 1095
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle, and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
Name | Elyse Bunkers  
--- | ---  
Email | elysehbunkers@gmail.com  
Phone |  
Subject | Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022  
Comments | Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.  

Submission ID: ee2faba9-cab1-42ea-ba4e-28cf6ebd739d  
Record ID: 1076
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle, and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
From: oregon-gov-web-services@egov.com
Sent: Sunday, May 01, 2022 10:06 AM
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: State forests public comment
Attachments: formsubmission.csv

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Matthew Tompkins</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Email</td>
<td><a href="mailto:blackfibes@hotmail.com">blackfibes@hotmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comments</td>
<td>Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle, and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Submission ID: fcefdcce-47e7-4e5e-858e-5b1f23e8d0fb

Record ID: 1078
CODY Kristin E * ODF

From: oregon-gov-web-services@egov.com
Sent: Sunday, May 01, 2022 10:09 AM
To: SFCOMMENTSFODF * ODF
Subject: State forests public comment
Attachments: formsubmission.csv

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Chris high</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Email</td>
<td><a href="mailto:Hhigh4@frontier.com">Hhigh4@frontier.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone</td>
<td>5038079027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comments</td>
<td><em>TRAILS BEING DESTROYED</em> Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Submission ID: cffe96e6-ab91-4a9d-bde0-3ff92a7a5ba8

Record ID: 1079
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
To whom it may concern, Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle, and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask. Thank you for your consideration, Austin McCabe
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don't matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don't want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build - what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook State Forest were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook State Forest were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook State Forest were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle, and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
Next year's logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle, and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want to see single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask. As part of a four-generation Oregon logging family, I believe wholeheartedly in the above comments! Sincerely. Walt Koch
**From:** oregon-gov-web-services@egov.com  
**Sent:** Sunday, May 01, 2022 11:33 AM  
**To:** SFCOMMENT ODF * ODF  
**Subject:** State forests public comment  
**Attachments:** formsubmission.csv

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Rachael Rush</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Email</td>
<td><a href="mailto:rachaelmorganrush@gmail.com">rachaelmorganrush@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Other</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Comments:**  
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook State Forest were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.

**Submission ID:** b4a6b728-c59a-4b02-8aec-08bdb81a69af  
**Record ID:** 1094
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
Next year's logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don't matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don't want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We're ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build - what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and don't want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
From: oregon-gov-web-services@egov.com
Sent: Sunday, May 01, 2022 8:52 AM
To: SFCOMMENT ODF * ODF
Subject: State forests public comment
Attachments: formsubmission.csv

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Matt Newton</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Email</td>
<td><a href="mailto:Newton40matthew@gmail.com">Newton40matthew@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comments</td>
<td>Next year's logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don't matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don't want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We're ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build - what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don't want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Submission ID: 2b847b93-396e-4571-b794-9b95b31a80f4
Record ID: 1063
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much!
**From:** oregon-gov-web-services@egov.com  
**Sent:** Sunday, May 01, 2022 9:03 AM  
**To:** SFCOMMENTSDOF * ODF  
**Subject:** State forests public comment  
**Attachments:** formsubmission.csv

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Nick Johnson</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Email</td>
<td><a href="mailto:Nickyjih@gmail.com">Nickyjih@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone</td>
<td>503-890-3916</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comments</td>
<td>Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don't matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don't want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We're ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build - what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don't want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Submission ID:** 8e2cec70-5988-4dae-9aa5-2cc496db6b92  
**Record ID:** 1066
From: oregon-gov-web-services@egov.com
Sent: Sunday, May 01, 2022 9:07 AM
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: State forests public comment
Attachments: formsubmission.csv

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Douglas White</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Email</td>
<td><a href="mailto:dbwhite52@gmail.com">dbwhite52@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone</td>
<td>503-645-8199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Comments

I am a 69 year old male who has enjoyed riding off road motorcycles in the Tillamook State Forest for almost 50 years. I have also participated in many work parties, both formal and informal, to improve and maintain this valuable resource. My friends and I also buy fuel, eat at restaurants and shop at the stores in the area. Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle, and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.

Submission ID: 7b379280-7a6b-4fa4-ac8a-d8f81f8f391d
Record ID: 1067
Subject: Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022

Comments: Next year's logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don't matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don't want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We're ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build - what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don't want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
Next year's logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don't matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don't want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We're ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build - what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don't want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
Next year's logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don't matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don't want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We're ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build - what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don't want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
**Name**: Anthony Cathey  
**Email**: anthonyblcc@aol.com  
**Subject**: Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022  

**Comments**: Next year's logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask. Thank you for your time, Anthony

**Submission ID**: e6aec4b3-80c4-4447-a4a5-f29c4480d8ee  
**Record ID**: 1038
Next year's logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don't matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don't want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We're ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask. Michael D Smith
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
Copy the following text (or write your own): Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle, and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask. I spend 100’s of hours riding and clearing trails in this area.
Next year's logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers who worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle, and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don't matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. The plans around Diamond Mill are a bad example of this. Trail users don't want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We're ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers over many decades. I want trails cleaned up when they are done, and I don't want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest isn't too much to ask. Addy brown Oregon city
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Stuart Thomas</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Email</td>
<td><a href="mailto:Stumanarama@gmail.com">Stumanarama@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comments</td>
<td>Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle, and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Submission ID:** b86d3fdd-6f28-4ea6-be68-8223f5d6dcd3

**Record ID:** 1048
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices.
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
From: oregon-gov-web-services@egov.com  
Sent: Sunday, May 01, 2022 8:05 AM  
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF  
Subject: State forests public comment  
Attachments: formsubmission.csv

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Tressa Davidson</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Email</td>
<td><a href="mailto:Harley2313@gmail.com">Harley2313@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comments</td>
<td>Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Submission ID: 88c78bc9-1df5-41d5-8f66-10e34c6c8707

Record ID: 1052
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook forest were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be completed with inclusion of partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods. They should not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have worked hard to build as volunteers. I would like trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask. Thank you for your consideration.
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. Very little notice or comment period seems shady and underhanded. This seems like a deliberate attempt to purposely block the most frequent users of the Forest from making statements. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle, and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
Please .... please .... don’t just do this blindly without fully considering the ramifications. This will affect so many Oregon families! And the lady rider in the attached pic? She turns 70 this summer and is still riding on the trails in the Tillamook State Forest. And that bridge ... yes ... we helped build and maintain it. Sincerely, Paul Burress

Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department.

Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle, and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
Name | Tommy long  
--- | ---  
Email | Longtommybmx@yahoo.com  
Phone |  
Subject | Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022  
Comments | Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.

Submission ID: e1d3994f-4fab-4987-bf96-3ab426710821  
Record ID: 1058
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
**Name** | Leon Beard  
---|---   
**Email** | Leonbeard@hotmail.com  
---|---   
**Phone** | 5034001778  
---|---   
**Subject** | Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022  
---|---   
**Comments** | I am an active rider that has contributed to developing and maintaining the trails of the TSF and endorse this message: Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask. Signed, Leon Beard  
---|---

**Submission ID:** b6e1ac55-621d-4ff7-b5b1-ce084a0831c0  
---|---

**Record ID:** 1026
Don Wolfe

don.011832@gmail.com

Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022

Please listen to recreation needs in our forest. Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle, and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask. Thank you and best regards, 

Don Wolfe

Submission ID: b94384f4-d6ff-4c4f-b115-b93df631853d

Record ID: 1030
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
**From:** oregon-gov-web-services@egov.com  
**Sent:** Sunday, May 01, 2022 5:40 AM  
**To:** SFCOMMENT ODF * ODF  
**Subject:** State forests public comment  
**Attachments:** formsubmission.csv

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Erika Porter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Email</td>
<td><a href="mailto:Mike.Erika.porter@gmail.com">Mike.Erika.porter@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Comments:** Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.

**Submission ID:** 6dd2a745-56f6-4e59-8231-56d55c1ed269  
**Record ID:** 1033
**CODY Kristin E * ODF**

**From:** oregon-gov-web-services@egov.com  
**Sent:** Sunday, May 01, 2022 4:00 AM  
**To:** SFcomments ODF * ODF  
**Subject:** State forests public comment  
**Attachments:** formsubmission.csv

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Rob Wise</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Email</td>
<td><a href="mailto:robert_wise@icloud.com">robert_wise@icloud.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone</td>
<td>9286002841</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Comments:**

Next year's logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers who worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle, and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don't matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. The plans around Diamond Mill are a bad example of this. Trail users don't want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We're ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers over many decades. I want trails cleaned up when they are done, and I don't want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest isn't too much to ask. Rob Wise Oregon City

**Submission ID:** 78179781-3e7d-4b2c-9869-fd59399e99ee

**Record ID:** 1032
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Jim Styskel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Email</td>
<td><a href="mailto:Jstyskel@yahoo.com">Jstyskel@yahoo.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone</td>
<td>360-772-5320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comments</td>
<td>Good morning. Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle, and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask. Thank you.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Submission ID: 5c0c431f-30e4-4d9f-86de-0f59ae5d819f

Record ID: 1034
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
Next year's logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don't matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don't want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We're ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build - what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don't want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
From: oregon-gov-web-services@egov.com
Sent: Saturday, April 30, 2022 10:25 PM
To: SFComments ODF * ODF
Subject: State forests public comment
Attachments: formsubmission.csv

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Tyler Erikson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Email</td>
<td><a href="mailto:Erikson.tyler@gmail.com">Erikson.tyler@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone</td>
<td>5033418278</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Comments: Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.

Submission ID: 5aad3c1a-b128-447d-8f56-5b25b34b3f9d

Record ID: 1021
Name | Maria Fife-Beard
---|---
Email | mariafife@live.com
Phone | 5034074670
Subject | Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022
Comments | Please respect recreational trails! As one of the former presidents of the Applegate Rough Riders Motorcycle Club, I have worked with the federal government while the Upper Nestucca (connects the state TSF) has been actively logged. At all instances, we were notified of plans and changes. This created a strong relationship between citizens, government and the logging operations. It is possible for all three entities to work agreeably together. With this personal experience, I endorse the following message: Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask. Sincerely, Maria Fife-Beard

Submission ID: 4de3c5b9-1bfb-4ae2-bdab-54c486226ee4

Record ID: 1025
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Daniel New</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Email</td>
<td><a href="mailto:foxbat20@gmail.com">foxbat20@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone</td>
<td>858-414-8714</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comments</td>
<td>Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle, and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have invested many hours to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Submission ID: 4a2d0d45-a26e-41d6-8749-59a1c6f91292

Record ID: 1022
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
Name | michael preiser
--- | ---
Email | mike_preiser@yahoo.com
Phone | 5852953781
Subject | Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022
Comments | Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask. While your at it, bring back the logging tax and make sure wall street compensates oregonians for the profits they reap.

Submission ID: a7c85492-5cd3-4f52-a77b-3b0aaf8279d1

Record ID: 1006
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
From: oregon-gov-web-services@egov.com
Sent: Saturday, April 30, 2022 9:06 PM
To: SF COMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: State forests public comment
Attachments: formsubmission.csv

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>John Linbarger</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Email</td>
<td><a href="mailto:willamettevalleycomfort@gmail.com">willamettevalleycomfort@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone</td>
<td>5418525631</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comments</td>
<td>To whom it may concern, Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook national forest were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked, paid the cost to build and maintain the trail system in the Tillamook national forest. Logging should work with the users as partners. Hikers, motorcyclist and mountain bikers theses are important to many different outdoor people. I would ask that an open dialogue with the people who actually are out taking care of the forest with many of the groups handling litter cleanup clearing down trees from access roads and trail systems. We just asked for respect when considering paving roads or blocking trail systems, we are okay with riding, hiking and partnering in a working Forest with the responsible logging practices we just want them to protect what we have paid to build that we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don't want single track turned into temporary logging roads respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask. People in the motorcycle community are level headed and would be willing to help to make this work for all parties. Open dialogue is always better than showing weakness by pushing through a logging plan in the middle of the night, I know most of the people in the logging industry are OHV users and they know what they need to do. Thank you for your time John Linbarger 541-852-5631</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Submission ID: 5ac3a328-08b1-451e-8fad-9112309b1234

Record ID: 1009
**URGENT ACTION NEEDED:** Tillamook State Forest Trails are in danger! Trails in the Tillamook State Forest are slated to be destroyed by logging and unnecessary road building starting in 2023 and your voices needed to be heard NOW! The public comment period to voice your concerns about these destructive operations closes tomorrow night (Sunday, May 1st) and they need to hear from us! Here’s what to do: - Copy the following text (or write your own): Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask. - Go to this website: https://www.oregon.gov/odf/recreation/pages/comment.aspx - Paste your the text you copied above in the “comments” section - Select “Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022” in the subject area - Press submit Let’s make our voices heard and not continue to lose precious trail in the Tillamook State Forest! Lobos MC Lobos MC Clubhouse, 15260 Southeast 94th Avenue, Clackamas, OR, 97015, United States Powered by Squarespace

---

**Submission ID:** a46a836f-0990-4fbc-8f66-e649ae2089c2

**Record ID:** 1012
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Matthew Ellis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Email</td>
<td><a href="mailto:home.matt.ellis@gmail.com">home.matt.ellis@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comments</td>
<td>Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle, and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Submission ID: 677647b9-9720-4b5c-b0f7-9a8274c4b5ac

Record ID: 1011
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweat to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
To whom it may concern, Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask. Sincerely, Ron Hughes
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle, and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle, and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices.
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle, and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
From: oregon-gov-web-services@egov.com
Sent: Saturday, April 30, 2022 8:15 PM
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: State forests public comment
Attachments: formsubmission.csv

Name | Tobin Johnson
--- | ---
Email | tobinjjohnson@gmail.com
Phone | 
Subject | Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022

Comments

*TRAILS BEING DESTROYED* URGENT ACTION NEEDED Trails in the Tillamook State Forest are slated to be destroyed by logging and unnecessary road building starting in 2023 and your voices needed to be heard NOW! The public comment period to voice your concerns about these destructive operations closes tomorrow night (Sunday May 1st) and they need to hear from us! Here’s what to do: -Copy the following text (or better yet, write your own): Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask. -Go to this website: https://www.oregon.gov/odf/recreation/pages/comment.aspx -Paste your the text you copied above in the “comments” section -Select “Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022” in the subject area - Press submit Let’s make our voices heard and not continue to lose precious trail in the Tillamook State Forest!

Submission ID: 6d52caef-2984-40f7-a7a7-b404c4d79a3c

Record ID: 997
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
Name | Simon Blair  
---|---  
Email | S1blair@yahoo.com  
Phone | 5415311250  
Subject | Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022  
Comments | Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.  

Submission ID: aecfca52-2b04-4de0-9116-4ccdd03614e9  
Record ID: 1001
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle, and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build — what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
**From:** oregon-gov-web-services@egov.com  
**Sent:** Saturday, April 30, 2022 8:36 PM  
**To:** SFCOMMENTSDODF * ODF  
**Subject:** State forests public comment  
**Attachments:** formsubmission.csv

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Keith Barnes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Email</td>
<td><a href="mailto:Barnesdei@aol.com">Barnesdei@aol.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone</td>
<td>5037977752</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Comments:** Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.

**Submission ID:** 9ba75416-b924-445f-9f95-d881cbc729e4  
**Record ID:** 1002
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook Forest were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build — what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Jeff hasting</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Email</td>
<td><a href="mailto:Jhasting78@yahoo.com">Jhasting78@yahoo.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone</td>
<td>5038693866</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Other</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>As an outdoor enthusiast, avid user of the Tillamook state forest and resident of the area as I live within a mile of the forest boundary, Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Submission ID: c27ed60f-d3c8-4f94-85ea-9e26b336276d

Record ID: 993
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask. Thanks Frank Scancarello
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
Next year's logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don't matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don't want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We're ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don't want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle, and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Michael Hoover</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Email</td>
<td><a href="mailto:Hoov165x@gmail.com">Hoov165x@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone</td>
<td>503-357-2146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comments</td>
<td>Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle, and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Submission ID:** f5c49446-228c-4107-84b6-77266e614291

**Record ID:** 983
Name | Ethan A Furniss  
Email | efurniss@gmail.com  
Phone | 9167998024  
Subject | Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022  
Comments | THMIC, I think the canned response from one of the trail user groups I belong to is pretty good but please consider these additions. I've ridden singletrack for many decades and built trails for a living. Singletrack trails are ALWAYS hand built. A well built, and thoughtfully built trail is not only sustainable but it's the best experience for the user. They are not easily replaced. Logging operations are good for some (stakeholders) but can be devastating for others (forest users). I live where I live BECAUSE of access to trails like the ones in the Tillamook State Forest. If there are less trails in the TSF it will not only be impactful to my lifestyle but it will make the area surrounding the forest less desirable to persons who want to visit or move to the area. Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask. Sincerely, Ethan Furniss

Uploaded Files:  
- [PXL_20210531_004121832.jpg](PXL_20210531_004121832.jpg)

Submission ID: 9ce51a54-36eb-4a14-b36e-ba0cb54bf506

Record ID: 984
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle, and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask. Collaboration not exclusion &/or destruction!
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle, and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build — what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle, and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask
**From:** oregon-gov-web-services@egov.com  
**Sent:** Saturday, April 30, 2022 5:23 PM  
**To:** SFCOMMENT ODF * ODF  
**Subject:** State forests public comment  
**Attachments:** formsubmission.csv

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Derek heddlesten</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Email</td>
<td><a href="mailto:Derekheddlesten@gmail.com">Derekheddlesten@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone</td>
<td>541-602-2896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comments</td>
<td>Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle, and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Submission ID: 496626aa-8a5d-40d9-9609-afd1b36211c7*

*Record ID: 963*
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
Name | Danae Stutesman
---|---
Email | danaestutesman77@gmail.com
Phone |
Subject | Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022

Comments | Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle, and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.

Submission ID: 126e0fad-c496-46cc-a064-c85df974b57a

Record ID: 966
**Name**: Jeff Gregory  
**Email**: jeff_greg_248@yahoo.com  
**Phone**: 5032904141  
**Subject**: Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022  

**Comments**:  
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.

**Submission ID**: 6840a2bb-7aaf-45a0-a180-f8ef4b7158f1  
**Record ID**: 967
From: oregon-gov-web-services@egov.com
Sent: Saturday, April 30, 2022 5:48 PM
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: State forests public comment
Attachments: formsubmission.csv

Name | BEN GOLDSPINK
Email | begoldspink@comcast.net
Phone | 15034074538
Subject | Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022

Comments | Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask. Respectfully, Ben Goldspink

Submission ID: 6a6c5a2c-6611-459c-9227-15d4a83555f7
Record ID: 968
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle, and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or grade over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask. Bob Chamberlin
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle, and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
From: oregon-gov-web-services@egov.com  
Sent: Saturday, April 30, 2022 6:03 PM  
To: SFCOMMENT ODF * ODF  
Subject: State forests public comment  
Attachments: formsubmission.csv

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Javad Simonsen</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Email</td>
<td><a href="mailto:jts17@yahoo.com">jts17@yahoo.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comments</td>
<td>Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle, and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Submission ID: 22a8dd5c-2f3b-4422-a133-3f1619c3363b  
Record ID: 974
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle, and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
Name | Mike Krynock  
---|---  
Email | krynock@gmail.com  
Phone | 650 279-8442  
Subject | Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022  
Comments | Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.  

Submission ID: 1b01e705-ea48-4fbd4-ef7372cfcaf6  
Record ID: 976
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Jeremiah Stricker</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Email</td>
<td><a href="mailto:ktmrocksu@hotmail.com">ktmrocksu@hotmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comments</td>
<td>Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Submission ID:** c977f910-4e7d-4fbf-8076-c600204725e6

**Record ID:** 960
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle, and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle, and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
**Name**: Paul Herrman

**Email**: p.k.herrman@gmail.com

**Subject**: Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022

**Comments**: Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.

**Submission ID**: 485d1ce2-5037-484d-9041-936575ba91ce

**Record ID**: 953
Name | Terry Clark
---|---
Email | TC910@comcast.net
Phone | 5033076307
Subject | Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022
Comments | Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.

Submission ID: 8c150894-bd61-475a-a02f-30c578091261

Record ID: 955
Next year's logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers who worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle, and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don't matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. The plans around Diamond Mill are a bad example of this. Trail users don't want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We're ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers over many decades. I want trails cleaned up when they are done, and I don't want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest isn't too much to ask.
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask. -Go
From: oregon-gov-web-services@egov.com  
Sent: Saturday, April 30, 2022 5:08 PM  
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF  
Subject: State forests public comment  
Attachments: formsubmission.csv

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Dave Klug</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Email</td>
<td><a href="mailto:davek112553@msn.com">davek112553@msn.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone</td>
<td>503-866-3674</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Comments:**

I've been informed next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook forest were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. I realize it is a working forest, trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done, this never happens, it’s us volunteers who do it and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. This just happened in the Keenig area, the Continental trail has been replaced by a ROAD! I've spent many hours over the last year working on that trail with others to keep it open and now it's gone. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.

**Submission ID:** 29361139-83ae-46ea-9b00-8cabcb00e2cc

**Record ID:** 957
**CODY Kristin E * ODF**

**From:**  
oregon-gov-web-services@egov.com

**Sent:**  
Saturday, April 30, 2022 5:11 PM

**To:**  
SFCOMMENT ODF * ODF

**Subject:**  
State forests public comment

**Attachments:**  
formsubmission.csv

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>William S Edgerton</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Email</td>
<td><a href="mailto:Yzingythingy@gmail.com">Yzingythingy@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone</td>
<td>9712943130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comments</td>
<td>Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Submission ID:** da8cd006-5520-411b-8309-9787294faf79

**Record ID:** 958
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle, and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
**Name**: Thom Niemela  
**Email**: tawmn@hotmail.com  
**Phone**: 5419736220  
**Subject**: Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022  

**Comments**: Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. I have put in COUNTLESS hours riding and maintaining the trails there. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have PAID TO BUILD – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
**Name** | Jamie Autry  
---|---  
**Email** | Jameautry95@gmail.com  
**Phone** | 503 997 0661  
**Subject** | Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022  
**Comments** | Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.

**Submission ID:** 784065e5-6413-4741-b786-417dc151ae8c  
**Record ID:** 947
From: oregon-gov-web-services@egov.com  
Sent: Saturday, April 30, 2022 4:45 PM  
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF  
Subject: State forests public comment  
Attachments: formsubmission.csv

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Thomas Juon</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Email</td>
<td><a href="mailto:tjuon@gmail.com">tjuon@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone</td>
<td>5037803792</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Comments**

As a builder that buys almost 100,000 dollars of wood every year I absolutely feel the need for more logging but as a constant visitor/trail builder/ volunteer and user of the TSF I feel that next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. I along with other Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask. TJ Juon
**Name**: Damian Lei  
**Email**: Damian.lei8272@gmail.com  
**Phone**: 503-347-5850  
**Subject**: Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022

**Comments**:  
I have been riding off road motorcycles in the TSF since before the OHV system began. I have personally, built some of the current trails in that system, I have spent countless hours with a chainsaw clearing trails after winter or windstorm to keep the trails open for other users as well as myself. I have shared up trails to keep erosion down. I've been doing this since 1980, sometimes with clubs and other times with riding partners who are just good stewards of the system and have a desire to keep it open and rideable well into the future. The OHV and Logging plan was always to Log it, then replace the trail it worked well in the beginning but has been tossed to side as of late. This needs to be a part of the plan and fully implemented after the completion of the sale. OHV users have been good stewards of the forest and good partners to Logging the forest. We can work together and grow a positive attitude towards Logging in a state that is starting to stay from its roots. Why don't we work together and be allies and partners to Logging and OHV users, we need each other. Thanks for reading. Damian Lei  
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don't want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much ask for.

**Uploaded Files**:  
- inbound1011540492909645914.jpg

**Submission ID**: ab00e04a-7cc1-43bb-a237-2649cb5395d8  
**Record ID**: 949
Name | Scott Griffith
---|---
Email | scottgriffith68@hotmail.com
Phone | 5412338018
Subject | Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022
Comments | I have been riding in the Tillamook State Forest for over 40 years and have donated 1000's of hours doing trail work on an amazing trail system. Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook State Forest were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.

Submission ID: 99e16464-7e42-478c-8c90-431bea166b55

Record ID: 950
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle, and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
Name | Alexander Houston  
---|---  
Email | zander2972@hotmail.com  
Phone |  
Subject | Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022  
Comments | Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask

Submission ID: d2054900-fe4d-4f75-a4c0-dc155d63d98b  
Record ID: 933
From: oregon-gov-web-services@egov.com
Sent: Saturday, April 30, 2022 4:35 PM
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: State forests public comment
Attachments: formsubmission.csv

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Name</strong></th>
<th>Jesse Cathey</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Email</strong></td>
<td><a href="mailto:Missjesse.jo@gmail.com">Missjesse.jo@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Phone</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject</strong></td>
<td>Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Comments</strong></td>
<td>Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Submission ID: a400e39b-fe70-4644-955d-87b2bdddac008

Record ID: 939
Next year's logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don't matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don't want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don't want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask. Please please please reconsider.
From: oregon-gov-web-services@egov.com
Sent: Saturday, April 30, 2022 4:11 PM
To: SFCOMMENT ODF * ODF
Subject: State forests public comment
Attachments: formsubmission.csv

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Vance Barton</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Email</td>
<td><a href="mailto:Vance1963@icloud.com">Vance1963@icloud.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comments</td>
<td>Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Submission ID: 52e14fae-76f3-4ab6-8625-c3a7c587ccc3

Record ID: 930
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask. Thank you Israel Perrin
From: oregon-gov-web-services@egov.com  
Sent: Saturday, April 30, 2022 4:26 PM  
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF  
Subject: State forests public comment  
Attachments: formsubmission.csv

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Anna Swihart—Stallings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Email</td>
<td><a href="mailto:Annaswihart75@gmail.com">Annaswihart75@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone</td>
<td>3607712145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comments</td>
<td>Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build — what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask. Sincerely, Anna</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Submission ID: 53ff153d-c876-4584-8008-811a4fd8b10d  
Record ID: 936
Please consider NOT destroying our trails! State forests are for all of us! I am a 4th generation Oregonian that believes in working together to keep trails open! Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much ask.
Next year's logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle, and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
Name | William Hardwick
---|---
Email | Whardwick541@gmail.com
Phone | 541-678-2412
Subject | Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022
Comments | Not local but I’m sure there are a bunch of peeps who go ride over in Tillamook. *TRAILS BEING DESTROYED* URGENT ACTION NEEDED Trails in the Tillamook State Forest are slated to be destroyed by logging and unnecessary road building starting in 2023 and your voices needed to be heard NOW! The public comment period to voice your concerns about these destructive operations closes tomorrow night (Sunday May 1st) and they need to hear from us! Here’s what to do: -Copy the following text (or write your own) : Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask. Let’s make our voices heard and not continue to lose precious trail in the Tillamook State Forest!

Submission ID: ea4bd4a4-ff42-44cb-8039-0ce01e118a8b
Record ID: 928
Next year's logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don't matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don't want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We're ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don't want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Donald Conklin</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Email</td>
<td><a href="mailto:dmconkli@gmail.com">dmconkli@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comments</td>
<td>Please show respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask. Thank you</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Submission ID: f6087243-8a42-485f-af5f-b1c45c86c9db

Record ID: 913
Name | Adam Abell
---|---
Email | a.abell22@gmail.com
Phone | 8155015044
Subject | Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022

Comments
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.

Submission ID: 628512ac-cc04-47d4-81b1-26d634b3a9fc
Record ID: 914
## Comments

Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.

---

**Submission ID:** d0dc7b3d-9625-4a04-b247-7eed77f41b4f

**Record ID:** 915
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
**CODY Kristin E * ODF**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Joe Wallace</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Email</td>
<td><a href="mailto:Husky2007joe@yahoo.com">Husky2007joe@yahoo.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Comments | *TRAILS BEING DESTROYED* URGENT ACTION NEEDED Trails in the Tillamook State Forest are slated to be destroyed by logging and unnecessary road building starting in 2023 and your voices needed to be heard NOW! The public comment period to voice your concerns about these destructive operations closes tomorrow night (Sunday May 1st) and they need to hear from us! Here’s what to do: -Copy the following text (or write your own) : Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask. |

---

**Submission ID:** 9e45bc15-9dea-45ae-a05a-26c3086dcd96

**Record ID:** 917
From: oregon-gov-web-services@egov.com
Sent: Saturday, April 30, 2022 3:57 PM
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: State forests public comment
Attachments: formsubmission.csv

Name | Gordon Lawrence

Email | gtlawren@gmail.com

Phone | 5037403681

Subject | Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022

Comments | Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle, and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.

Submission ID: da8a2d9e-4d29-4453-bb46-ba49a31312d0

Record ID: 919
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Jonathan decker</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Email</td>
<td><a href="mailto:Spdydrvr@yahoo.com">Spdydrvr@yahoo.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comments</td>
<td><em>TRAILS BEING DESTROYED</em> URGENT ACTION NEEDED Trails in the Tillamook State Forest are slated to be destroyed by logging and unnecessary road building starting in 2023 and our voices need to be heard. Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Submission ID:** b5966930-64b8-4f2c-9b95-c8581b580301

**Record ID:** 920
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle, and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle, and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
PLEASE DO NOT ALLOW LOGGING TO TAKE PRIORITY OVER RECREATION ON OUR STATE FORESTS!

Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. WE'RE OK WITH RIDING AND PARTNERING in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
Name: Samuel Jordan
Email: sammit_i_am_it@yahoo.com
Phone: 5033808403
Subject: Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022

Comments: Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.

Submission ID: fb05cfc5-ab64-445f-b6cd-6b026ef9bd60
Record ID: 925
**From:** oregon-gov-web-services@egov.com  
**Sent:** Saturday, April 30, 2022 4:03 PM  
**To:** SFCOMMITS ODF * ODF  
**Subject:** State forests public comment  
**Attachments:** formsubmission.csv

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Jeff Zertanna</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Email</td>
<td><a href="mailto:jzertanna@hmail.com">jzertanna@hmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone</td>
<td>5037819140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comments</td>
<td>Next year's logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don't matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don't want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We're ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don't want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Submission ID:** 63923649-1572-4dea-808f-6fc654cd7943  
**Record ID:** 926
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
Next year's logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers who worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle, and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don't matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. The plans around Diamond Mill are a bad example of this. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build — what we have sweated to build as volunteers over many decades. I want trails cleaned up when they are done, and I don't want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest isn't too much to ask.
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
Next year's logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Name</strong></th>
<th>Justin Dowrey</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Email</strong></td>
<td><a href="mailto:justindowrey@gmail.com">justindowrey@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Phone</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject</strong></td>
<td>Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Comments</strong></td>
<td>Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Submission ID:** 45a0fefe-1e38-4454-a38e-fd10a9a5d2b6

**Record ID:** 897
To whom it may concern - Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
**CODY Kristin E * ODF**

From: oregon-gov-web-services@egov.com  
Sent: Saturday, April 30, 2022 3:21 PM  
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF  
Subject: State forests public comment  
Attachments: formsubmission.csv

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Jeremy richter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Email</td>
<td><a href="mailto:Jrichterracing@gmail.com">Jrichterracing@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone</td>
<td>5035440098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Comments**  
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.

**Submission ID:** 216d4246-b57f-491f-89a0-32ad85ac5e44

**Record ID:** 899
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
From: oregon-gov-web-services@egov.com
Sent: Saturday, April 30, 2022 3:30 PM
To: SF COMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: State forests public comment
Attachments: formsubmission.csv

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Stacy Magers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Email</td>
<td><a href="mailto:shmagers@comcast.net">shmagers@comcast.net</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comments</td>
<td>Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle, and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Submission ID: 78843e9d-7663-467d-91a0-bd77d446e352

Record ID: 904
I ride and voluntarily maintain trails in the Trask area and I’ve seen countless trails lost to clear cuts every year. It’s harder and harder to find good motorcycle singletrack that haven’t been overused or destroyed by side by side drivers. Please take the families that use these trails into consideration when planning timber sales. Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle, and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle, and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle, and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle, and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle, and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
From: oregon-gov-web-services@egov.com  
Sent: Saturday, April 30, 2022 3:11 PM  
To: SF COMMENTS ODF * ODF  
Subject: State forests public comment  
Attachments: formsubmission.csv

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Jan Rivelli</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Email</td>
<td><a href="mailto:Jmhunting3@gmail.com">Jmhunting3@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comments</td>
<td>Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build — what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Submission ID: 1d1e7fe4-c572-4474-b814-7d73e4796fe7

Record ID: 890
**CODY Kristin E * ODF**

**From:** oregon-gov-web-services@egov.com  
**Sent:** Saturday, April 30, 2022 2:40 PM  
**To:** SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF  
**Subject:** State forests public comment  
**Attachments:** formsubmission.csv

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Daniel J Shaha</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Email</td>
<td><a href="mailto:Danielshaha@comcast.net">Danielshaha@comcast.net</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone</td>
<td>5038718538</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Other</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comments</td>
<td>Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle, and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Submission ID:** fa0ec2dc-1e6e-4454-bfb9-994b160710c4

**Record ID:** 874
Name: Matt P Walther  
Email: ktmathu@gmail.com  
Phone: 15039365205  
Subject: Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022  
Comments: Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle, and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.

Submission ID: c1e870d5-dc71-4e66-80a8-c62cdc2439c4  
Record ID: 875
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle, and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweat to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask. Thank you, John golden
Name | Trevor Stanton  
---|---  
Email | Trevorstanton@hotmail.com  
Phone | 5037934304  
Subject | Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022  
Comments | Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.

Submission ID: 617c9432-2873-42aa-95ae-e0da19c1353a  
Record ID: 878
From: oregon-gov-web-services@egov.com  
Sent: Saturday, April 30, 2022 2:43 PM  
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF  
Subject: State forests public comment  
Attachments: formsubmission.csv

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Travis naeve</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Email</td>
<td><a href="mailto:Tnaeve21@yahoo.com.au">Tnaeve21@yahoo.com.au</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone</td>
<td>5034762434</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comments</td>
<td>Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Submission ID: a483db9a-72b9-476a-9105-4ae7f0a213af

Record ID: 879
From: oregon-gov-web-services@egov.com
Sent: Saturday, April 30, 2022 2:45 PM
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: State forests public comment
Attachments: formsubmission.csv

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Alyson E Dal Ponte</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Email</td>
<td><a href="mailto:alyson287@gmail.com">alyson287@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comments</td>
<td>Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle, and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don't want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Submission ID: 23a67ff2-1c8f-42d8-947b-851dc5269bcb

Record ID: 880
From: oregon-gov-web-services@egov.com
Sent: Saturday, April 30, 2022 2:46 PM
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: State forests public comment
Attachments: formsubmission.csv

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Wes Chancellor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Email</td>
<td><a href="mailto:Chancellorwesley@gmail.com">Chancellorwesley@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comments</td>
<td>Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle, and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Submission ID: b4f9deeb-66b5-4283-9e6b-807e990d9db1

Record ID: 881
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
Name | Erik Hassebroek  
---|---  
Email | Ehass18x@gmail.com  
Phone | 5037402847  
Subject | Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022  
Comments | Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle, and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.

Submission ID: 5e65aa16-db84-48cd-a87a-904c766a022d

Record ID: 884
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle, and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle, and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
Name | Peter Wysong  
---|---  
Email | Pwysong@gmail.com  
Phone | 2084718041  
Subject | Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022  
Comments | Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.

**Submission ID:** bdf6a6b3-540b-48fd-b585-6107a6c14ceb

**Record ID:** 887
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Michael P Brown</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Email</td>
<td><a href="mailto:fmbtaxi@yahoo.com">fmbtaxi@yahoo.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone</td>
<td>15416606664</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Comments**

or write your own): Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle, and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.

**Submission ID:** d1826bff-0565-4063-a996-250230c97317

**Record ID:** 888
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
Hello, Please take the following into consideration! Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask. Thank you!

Submission ID: d931a679-ab80-4ba5-841d-4bd84731799e

Record ID: 855
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Joseph Perazzo</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Email</td>
<td><a href="mailto:Joseph.perazzo@gmail.com">Joseph.perazzo@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone</td>
<td>513-600-2168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comments</td>
<td>Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Submission ID:** 59934680-b39e-4872-b232-70a30e04b449

**Record ID:** 860
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle, and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
**Comments**

Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle, and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
To whom it concerns, I have serious concerns about the logging plans in the TSF for 2023. These plans were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging, hiking, motorcycle, and mountain bike trails should work together in the woods to insure the trails and timber resources are utilized respectfully. We ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
Hello, I am a 52 year old native Oregonian. My family has been in logging and forestry for several generations. I was raised in a family who cherished the amazing outdoor recreation opportunities we are so blessed with here in Oregon, which included, hiking, camping, fishing, and dirt bike riding. Some of my most cherished memories were of riding dirt bikes at Tillamook forest and Diamond Mill with family and friends. My very first event was a poker run at Tillamook and I still have the trophy almost 40 years later. I passed along the respect and love of the Oregon outdoors to my 5 children. We have taken many riding trips over the years to Tillamook my oldest son who is now 26, enjoyed his first poker run at Tillamook 16 years ago. So, needless to say, it is extremely disheartening and disappointing to be made aware of next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook. They were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build and what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. I urge you to respect the hard work that has been done over decades to make and maintain the wonderful trails for generations of families to enjoy. Destroying these trails and making no future amends to bring them back is a travesty and slap in the face to the thousands of taxpaying Oregon families who make these trails the center of their outdoor recreational experience. Please consider the importance of your actions and the impact it will make on so many wonderful Oregon families.

Submission ID: 34cb9982-59ce-4e93-9507-db06834e1442

Record ID: 867
Name | Colton Cabler  
---|---  
Email | crc515@gmail.com  
Subject | Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022  
Comments | Please Please Please respect the trails and the hundreds of tax paying citizens who use the forest. people are more important than logging!!!! Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle, and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.

Submission ID: 229680bf-f4df-4ee2-b501-b4b1e8f13bf5  
Record ID: 864
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle, and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads.
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build — what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much.
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
Next year's logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers who worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle, and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don't matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. The plans around Diamond Mill are a bad example of this. Trail users don't want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We're ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers over many decades. I want trails cleaned up when they are done, and I don't want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest isn't too much to ask.
Name | Ryan  
---|---
Email | Ryan.hawkins47@gmail.com  
Phone | 5032613416  
Subject | Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022  
Comments | Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.

Submission ID: 5be3f27b-7622-4d97-ab7a-6171b491baf0  
Record ID: 1199
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
Next year's logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle, and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
**Name:** Justin Colton

**Email:** squarewavz@gmail.com

**Phone:** 503-807-2085

**Subject:** Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022

**Comments:**

Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
Next year's logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don't matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don't want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We're Ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build - what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don't want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle, and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Zach Zinda</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Email</td>
<td><a href="mailto:zachzinda@yahoo.com">zachzinda@yahoo.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone</td>
<td>5038303183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comments</td>
<td>Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle, and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Submission ID:** 45b2cd83-cede-439a-9ee8-4ec496b6a999

**Record ID:** 1185
Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.
Name | Scott Martin Wilson  
---|---  
Email | scottwilsonnw@aol.com  
Phone | 15037067626  
Subject | Annual Operations Plans for Fiscal Year 2022  
Comments | I and my fellow riding buddies have spent way too many hours working on and repairing our trails. While the Covid shut down any trail work, we were in the woods fixing and repairing all the damage from neglect and storms. Next year’s logging plans in the Tillamook were not put together to respect the trail resources or the volunteers that have worked and paid to build and maintain those trails. Logging should be like partners with hiking, motorcycle and mountain bike trails in the woods and not obliterate trails or pave over them as though they don’t matter. All we ask is for respect for trails when making these plans and to listen to advice from the trail staff people in the department. Trail users don’t want to ban logging or even the occasional clear cuts. We’re ok with riding and partnering in a working forest with responsible logging practices. We just want them to protect what we have paid to build – what we have sweated to build as volunteers. I want trails cleaned up when they are done, and I don’t want single track turned into temporary logging roads. Respect for the other resources in the forest is never too much to ask.

Submission ID: d749cfee-b031-4f5b-8846-8e5c725bae70  
Record ID: 1187